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EXT. CAMPUS POLICE STATION - DAY - ESTABLISHING

We PUSH IN on the Campus Police Station. It's an older building, with some beat up police cruisers covered in graffiti. We see Pot Kid trying to see pot to a couple of cops.

STACHE (O.S.)
Let us go! The campus is about to go to shit!

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - CONTINUOUS

We are in a dark room. Typical chairs and table from every other crime show. Stache and Madeline seating on one side, handcuffed to the table, a cop sitting on the other side.

CAMPUS COP 1
We're not letting you go until you tell us why you decided to sabotage the Homecoming Parade.

STACHE
But we didn't do-

Campus Cop 1 slams his fists on the table.

CAMPUS COP 1
And who do you think is going to believe you?
(Beat)
Just tell us why you did what you did.

There is a knock at the door.

CAMPUS COP 1 (CONT’D)
What?

Campus Cop 2, 21, enters the room.

CAMPUS COP 2
We've got it from here, Sargent wants you in the courtyard, it's about to start.

Both Cops exit. Stache and Madeline are left alone.

MADELINE
Great, what are we going to do now?
STACHE
We could get naked.

MADELINE
I don't see how that would help anything.

STACHE
Who said anything about helping?

MADELINE
God Dammit, Stache.

The door to the room opens, and Hooded Man steps in, the door slams shut behind him.

STACHE
Holy shit! A ghost!

HOODED MAN
No, you idiot, don't you recognize me?

STACHE
No, I can't see your face. I've never seen you're face.

MADELINE
Stache, he's with the Society.

HOODED MAN
Yes, and now that you two are locked up here, it's only a matter of time before our plan is complete.

MADELINE
What's you're plan.

HOODED MAN
I'm not going to tell you. What if you escape? You could stop us! Now if you'll excuse me, we have a war to oversee.

Hooded Man leaves the room laughing. Silence for a beat.

STACHE
Hey, when did the KKK come to campus?

Madeline sighs as we
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EXT. HUMANITIES BUILDING - DAY - ESTABLISHING

We PUSH IN on the Humanities Building. We see Pot Kid holding a sign that read 'The End Is Near! Save the Hamsters!' Then we hear the Chief, very angry.

CHIEF (O.S.)
What do you mean they've been arrested!

4

INT. CLASSROOM - CONTINUOUS

We are in the Classroom, Chief is sitting behind his desk, looks like a mess from the events earlier on campus. Roscoe standing on the other side, still handcuffed.

ROSCOE
I- I don't know what else I could mean by that.

CHIEF
Why were they arrested, Roscoe?

ROSCOE
Oh. Well, apparently we're the ones behind the whole float thing.

CHIEF
Well, someone is framing you guys.

ROSCOE
I think I would remember that. I don't know how floats work-

CHIEF
Do you guys have any leads on anyone at the moment?

ROSCOE
Do dwarfs drive it? I don't see how people can-

CHIEF
ROSCOE!

ROSCOE
Dammit woman! What?

Chief has his typical frustrated look on.
CHIEF
Do you have any fucking leads?

ROSCOE
Oh, well we were interrogating this one kid until we got arrested for kidnapping.

CHIEF
Why is it that every time something bad on this campus happens, you two are somehow involved?

ROSCOE
Madeline started it!

CHIEF
I highly doubt that.

ROSCOE
Well she's the one who's going to let *Pila bellum pingere* happen!

CHIEF
What did you say?

Roscoe repeats himself exactly like he just said it.

ROSCOE
Well she's the one who's going to let *Pila bellum pingere* happen!

Chief stands up from his desk.

CHIEF
Roscoe do you know what this mean?

ROSCOE
No, I don't speak Australian.

CHIEF
It's Latin, you idiot. The school is about to go to war. Why didn't you stop this!

ROSCOE
I didn't even know what it meant, how am I supposed to stop it?

CHIEF
Details.

ROSCOE
Well, how do we stop it?
CHIEF
Can't stop it now, unless we find the Spirit Staff. If we don't, the last Frat standing gains control of the Greek Council.

Beat.

ROSCOE
Well, fuck.

EXT. STUDENT UNION - DAY - ESTABLISHING
We PUSH IN on the Student Union. We see a bunch of people holding Signs with their Greek Organization on it, wearing shirts, dressed for the upcoming battle.

We hear epic music playing in the background.

GREEK PRESIDENT (O.S.)
By order of the Greek Council-

INT. DINING AREA - CONTINUOUS
We are in the Dining Area. We see a mess of students gathered around a small stage. The Greek President, 22, Blonde Female, is on the stage making an announcement.

GREEK PRESIDENT
Pila Bellum Pingere has been declared in absence of the Spirit Stick.

We see people bring in big black boxes. On the lids are the names of the frats and sororities. They are placed in front of the Presidents of the organizations

GREEK PRESIDENT (CONT’D)
Inside you will find all your supplies.

OTS of DIX President, 21, he kneels down and opens the box. Inside we see numerous paintball guns, and bags of paintballs.

GREEK PRESIDENT (CONT’D)
You all know the rules. You're hit, you're out. Last organization standing takes control of the Greek Council. Are there any questions?

Silence for a beat. Then Frat Guy, 20, raises his hand.
FRAT GUY
What about the football game?

GREEK PRESIDENT
What about it?

FRAT GUY
Is there still a game.

GREEK PRESIDENT
What's more important, a football game or shooting each other with paintballs.

Beat.

FRAT GUY
Yes?

GREEK PRESIDENT
Any more questions.

Silence for a beat.

GREEK PRESIDENT (CONT’D)
Okay, you have thirty minutes. Good luck.
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INT. CAMPUS POLICE STATION - CONTINUOUS

We follow two hooded figures. Hooded Leader and Hooded Man, walking down a hallway, heading back to the Interrogation Room.

HOODED MAN
They've made the call, it all starts in twenty minutes.

HOODED LEADER
Does he know?

HOODED MAN
Yes.

HOODED LEADER
Good. Once the board sees what goes on this campus, he can swoop in, take charge, and we'll get our free rides.

HOODED MAN
Yes sir.

HOODED LEADER
And what of the two idiots?

HOODED MAN
Stache and Madeline are in the interrogation room now.

Hooded Leader and stops and makes an angry face at him, but we can't see it.

HOODED LEADER
Did you get Roscoe?

Beat.

HOODED MAN
I feel like you want me to say 'yes'.

HOODED LEADER
Yes.

HOODED MAN
No.
HOODED LEADER

No?

HOODED MAN

Yes.

Hooded Leader is frustrated.

HOODED LEADER

Do we have Roscoe, you asshole?

Another beat.

HOODED MAN

I feel like you still want me to say yes-

HOODED LEADER

DALE!

HOODED MAN

No, we don’t.

HOODED LEADER

What?!

We follow Hooded Leader as he runs down the hallway. Pushing a cop out of the way. He bursts into the-

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Hooded Leader and Hooded Man burst into a now empty interrogation room. Chairs overturned and the steel table somehow cut in half. Hooded Leader is very angry.

HOODED LEADER

Where the fuck are they!

HOODED MAN

(In disbelief)

The table-

HOODED LEADER

Where are Stache and Madeline!

HOODED MAN

That’s a steel table.

Hooded Leader grabs Hooded Man by his robe.

HOODED LEADER

How did they get away?
HOODED MAN
How did they break that table?

HOODED LEADER
I want them found do you understand?

HOODED MAN
I don't, how did they break that table.

Hooded Leader slaps him across his hooded face.

HOODED LEADER
Focus. I need you to find them. NOW!

EXT. CAMPUS COURTYARD - DAY - CONTINUOUS

We Follow Roscoe, Stache, and Madeline as they are reunited, running away from the Campus Police Station.

STACHE
Where the fuck did you get a chainsaw?

ROSCOE
Why were you naked?

Beat.

STACHE
I asked first!

ROSCOE
(To Madeline)
Why the fuck was he naked.

MADELINE
The less I know about what goes on his mind the better.

As they are running, we hear the first sound of paintballs being fired. We hear women screaming. The three stop running.

MADELINE (CONT'D)
We're too late. It's started.

STACHE
Well, what are we going to do now?

Beat for a minute.
ROSCOE
Oh, I have an idea.

MADELINE
We're not using a chainsaw.

Roscoe is upset by this.

ROSCOE
What! Why not?

MADELINE
You know why.

ROSCOE
No!

MADELINE
Yes!

ROSCOE
Dammit no!

STACHE
Wait, I have an actual idea.

MADELINE
Does it involve ch-

Stache holds his hand up to Madeline.

STACHE
Shut up.
ACT THREE

EXT. CAMPUS COURTYARD - DAY - CONTINUOUS

We are still in the courtyard. The three haven't seemed to move.

There is silence for a beat.

ROSCOE

STACHE!

STACHE

Holy shit, what?

ROSCOE

What's your plan?

STACHE

Oh, I didn't tell you yet?

MADELINE

No.

ROSCOE

You said you have an idea, told Madeline to shut up-

MADELINE

Yea, we need to talk about-

Roscoe holds his hand up to Madeline

ROSCOE

(To Madeline)

Shut up

(To Stache)

What is your plan.

STACHE

Oh. Come with me.

INT. MATH CLASSROOM - CONTINUOUS

Roscoe, Stache, and Madeline bust into the meeting room for the Society. They are dressed in paintball riot gear. Kicking the door in, the run in shooting paintballs wildly.

ROSCOE

GET ON THE FUCKING FLOOR!
We see a bunch of hooded people dive to the floor. The three stop firing.

    ROSCOE (CONT'D)
    I'm only going to ask once, where the fuck in the Staff?

We see Hooded Man 2 crouching in a corner.

    HOODED MAN 2
    Who are-

    PEW! Stache shoots Hooded Man 2 twice, he falls the floor. Then we hear the laughing of the Hooded Leader.

    HOODED LEADER
    Well, well, well, look what we have here. Roscoe and Stache, and who I can only assume is the girlfriend to one of these losers.

Stache clears his throat.

    STACHE
    That would be me, asshole.

    MADELINE
    Stache, not now.

    HOODED LEADER
    Well, I was about to send a huge slew of people after you, but you've just saved me a lot of time.

Roscoe raises his gun to Hooded Leader.

    ROSCOE
    I assume you're moving your lips, so shut them and tell us where the Staff is.

    HOODED LEADER
    If I shut them, how can I do that?

    ROSCOE
    (Flustered)
    Well- I- Just give me the fucking staff.

    HOODED LEADER
    No.

Stache throws his hands up.
STACHE
Well shit, he said 'No', what are
we going to do now?

ROSCOE
This.

Roscoe fires a shot and hits Hooded Leader square in the
crotch. He falls to the ground, grabbing himself.

HOODED LEADER
Holy shit, you colossal asshole.
(Coughs)
I'm going to kill you.

Roscoe steps closer to Hooded Leader, Stache and Madeline
raise their guns. As they do, we see the other Hooded Figures
passing a note to the last guy.

ROSCOE
Now, unless you want to lose that
other testicle, why don't you give
me that staff.

HOODED LEADER
(Coughing)
Never.

Roscoe shoots Hooded Leader, addressing the room.

ROSCOE
Okay. Since he won't tell me what I
want to know.

Roscoe shoots him again.

ROSCOE (CONT'D)
And before I start doing this to
all of you.

Roscoe shoots him twice this time.

ROSCOE (CONT'D)
Give me-

Shoots Hooded Leader

ROSCOE (CONT'D)
The-

Shoots him again.

ROSCOE (CONT'D)
FUCKING!
Fires three shots as Hooded Leader

                      ROSCOE (CONT'D)
                      Staff!

Silence for a beat. Roscoe shoots Hooded Leader once more. We can hear Hooded Leader moaning on the ground.

We see Hooded Man 3 walk up to Roscoe, offering him the staff.

                      HOODED MAN 3
                      Pl- Please don't shoot me in the balls.

Roscoe takes the Staff from Hooded Man 3.

                      ROSCOE
                      No.

Roscoe shoots Hooded Man 3 who instantly falls to the ground.

                      MADELINE (O.C.)
                      He's getting away.

We swing around to see a Hooded Figure run out the door.

                      MADELINE (CONT'D)
                      I'll get him. You two get that staff to the Greek Council.

Beat.

                      HOODED LEADER
                      (In Pain)
                      Dammit.

INT. GREEK LIFE OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Roscoe and Stache bust into the Greek Life Office, Roscoe has his gun drawn, Stache with the staff.

                      ROSCOE
                      Everyone get down on the ground.

We hear people scream. WIDE SHOT on the office as we see people dive behind their desks.

                      STACHE
                      Roscoe, we're not busting anyone.

Roscoe lowers his paintball gun.
ROSCOE
Oh, right.

Stache walks further into the office, addressing Greek President.

STACHE
Miss President, we've found it, we've found the staff.

A very scared Greek President comes out behind her desk. When she sees the staff, she becomes very happy, and relieved.

GREEK PRESIDENT
Oh my gosh! It's the staff. We can call off Pila Bellum Pingere!

STACHE
You guys really need a better name for that.

GREEK PRESIDENT
(To Staff)
Send out the message, it's over. The Staff has been returned.

ROSCOE
And a better way to settle this.

Greek President turns to Roscoe and Stache

GREEK PRESIDENT
Thank you two so much for restoring order to the Greek Organizations. We are forever in your debt.

STACHE
Does that mean-

GREEK PRESIDENT
No.

STACHE
But I didn-

GREEK PRESIDENT
I know what you're going to ask. No.

Beat.

STACHE
Bitch.
INT. BUSINESS DEPARTMENT HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

We follow Madeline as she follows Hooded Man 4. Hooded Man 4 turns into an office. Madeline gets close to the door. We hear some talking.

HOODED MAN 4 (O.S.)
Sir, the Staff has been returned to the council. The war has stopped.

INT. VERY DARK ROOM - CONTINUOUS

We are in a Very Dark Room. We see the 'Business Department Head' name plate barely lit up, the silhouetted figure sitting behind his desk. We hear him laugh a little.

DEPARTMENT HEAD
It matters not now. Once the board sees what's happened to this campus in the short amount of time, I'll be able to move ahead with my plan.

HOODED MAN 4
Yes sir.

We see a shadowed hand wave him off.

DEPARTMENT HEAD
You'll receive my next instructions after fall break. You're dismissed.

Hooded Man 4 bows and leaves the room.

DEPARTMENT HEAD (CONT'D)
And soon this school will be mine.

We hear Department Head laugh as we CUT TO

INT. BUSINESS DEPARTMENT HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

We find Madeline crouched behind a large fake tree, hiding from Hooded Man 4 as he walks quickly down the hall.

CLOSE UP on Madeline.

MADELINE
Holy Shit.
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